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Minor League (1st - 2nd Grade)

Program Goals and Expectations

Program Goal:

In this program, this may be a player’s first exposure to a team sport. Coaches of this age group
want to ensure that the player has such an enjoyable experience that they return the following
season. The focus should always be to have fun, while also creating and developing those
fundamental skills necessary for softball.

Coaching Goals and Expectations:

Coaching the First Grade Player

● Developmental Considerations
○ Could be the player’s first exposure to a team sport
○ Players need to feel secure in both practice and game settings
○ Social development is limited
○ Low interest in team activities or concepts, often thinks about “self” first

● Coaching Considerations
○ Directions should be brief
○ Use several short activities
○ Provide many water breaks
○ Short training session (45 - 60 minutes)
○ Emphasize confidence and familiarity with the ball (throwing and catching)
○ Provide plenty of encouragement and very little criticism or correction

Coaching the Second Grade Player

● Developmental Considerations
○ Attention span is a bit longer than K/1st grade player, but still limited
○ Developing an ability to form a rule structure
○ Beginning to understand cooperative play and are more inclined to enjoy group

activities
● Coaching Considerations

○ Keep comments positive - easily bruised psychologically; negative comments
carry great weight

○ Practice should be no more than 60-90 minutes
○ Mixture of individual and partner activities - more activities designed for partners
○ Begin to focus on helping players anticipate what to do next

■ After they hit, what do they do? Where do they go?
■ After the ball is hit, what do the fielders do?
■ After they throw the ball, what do they do?
■ Etc.

○ Stay away from complex team tactics and focus on 2 or 3 players working
together: for example, the pitcher throws to 1st, the first baseman receives the
throw at 1st, and the right fielder moves to back up the throw.
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Player Goals and Expectations:

First Grade Player

● By the end of the season, the player should be able to...
○ Throw the ball with some accuracy (15-20 feet)
○ Catch the ball, using their glove, with two hands
○ Run the bases in the correct order
○ Properly swing to hit the ball off the tee about 80% of the time

Second Grade Player

● By the end of the season, the player should be able to...
○ Throw the ball with accuracy (20-25 feet)
○ Catch a ball thrown to them, using their glove, with two hands
○ Be able to hit from coach-pitch 50% of the time and off a tee 90-100% of the time
○ Understand the basics of what to do on defense when the ball is put into play

■ How to make an out
■ How to back up a teammate
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Example Drills

Warm-Ups

Get them warmed up and ready to stretch! At this age group, stretching should happen during
the dynamic warm-up. Static stretching should be done lightly and kept short. Use this as a time
to talk to your team before they start practice.

Dynamic Warm-up Ideas

● Obstacle course
● Hop on one foot, landing on ball of foot with slightly bent knee, then swap feet
● Jumping Jacks
● Jog to outfield and back
● Base running
● High knees, grapevine, two-footed jumps, high kicks (players try to kick their own hand)
● Lunges (forward, backwards, side-to-side)
● Sliding on mat

Static Stretching Ideas

● Arm circles (forwards and backwards)
● Elbow grab (arm across your chest and gently push with opposite arm)
● Standing quad stretch
● Standing split stretch with toe touch
● Twist back and forth at the waist
● Front hang leg stretch

Throwing

● Be sure you are teaching the proper way to hold the softball.
Draw attention to fingers and thumb on the seam for better grip
and control.

○ “See the C” is a good way for players to position the
softball in order to properly grip it.

● If your team’s throwing and catching skills are not yet fully
developed, have the players catch with Velcro catch paddles or
even throw into the backstop or net.

● Don’t worry about form at this point. The goal is to get their shoulders warmed up.
● As the season progresses and skills develop, having the players warm up their arms by

playing catch is ideal.
○ You can set this up by having half of the players stand on the third base line, an

arm’s length away from the players next to them. The other half of the players will
be placed about 7-8 feet across from those on the third base line, distanced in
the same way.
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Throwing Drills

● Flip Drill
○ Player should be positioned with glove-knee up, throwing knee on the ground,

throwing arm in front at a 90° angle (“L” position)
○ Softball/palm of throwing hand should be facing partner
○ Flip wrist and release ball
○ This can be done with ‘soft’ball, tennis ball or wiffle ball.

● On a Knee Drill
○ Player should be positioned with glove-knee up, throwing knee on the ground
○ Remember to start with your arm up to an ‘L’ position, and throw.
○ Finish the throw so your throwing arm is following through to your opposite leg

(players chest should rest across the leg that is up)
○ This can be done with ‘soft’ball, tennis ball or wiffle ball.

● Proper Throwing Motion Drill

*Run through proper throwing motion drills without a ball as a group before actually throwing.*

This drill can be done with individuals throwing into the backstop of the fence or with partners if
your players are able to catch with confidence.

● Feet and shoulders are square standing perpendicular to target (glove foot in
front), this is the ‘I’ position.

● When throwing, the player should point their glove or elbow at their target (the
fence, net, or their partner) and the throwing arm should move to a “T” position
with eyes on target. The ball should be facing away from the target, wrist slightly
bent.

● Then bend the throwing arm into “L” position with elbow and shoulder in line and
throw at the target, while stepping forward with the front foot and following
through across your body with your throwing arm. The back foot should move on
the follow-through.
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● Helmet Drill
○ Use a basic grounder drill with coach rolling balls, but set up a tee with a helmet

on to be the thrower’s target.
○ Once the player fields the ball, have them make a solid throw to hit the helmet.
○ The helmet is used because it gives the player a small target at their level which

helps with their accuracy.

● Kids Throwing to Coaches (divide into small groups if multiple coaches are present)
○ Get a bucket of ten balls and have the player stand with the bucket.
○ Start at 10’ away and have the players throw all ten balls to the coach.
○ The coach should reinforce the proper technique during this drill.
○ The goal is get the player to throw a straight ball toward the coach.
○ In order of importance: technique, accuracy, strength.
○ Eyes on target is very important
○ Extend the distance based on skill level

● Fielding Grounders and Throwing
○ Line up a small group of players facing the coach – pick a distance that is

suitable for the group.
○ One at a time have the players receive a ground ball and make a proper throw.
○ Roll 3 balls to the player before rotating.
○ The player should work on the proper technique while throwing.
○ Extend the distance as the players improve.
○ Increase the pace of the drill as players improve.
○ If you have more than one coach, have the kids make multiple lines and rotate

through.

● Bounce to the Bucket
○ Large basket or cooler placed on a base.
○ Players try to throw and bounce the ball into the open container.
○ Can be done as a game with 10 points for getting the ball in, 5 for hitting the

bucket and 1 point for the nearest bounce, no matter where the ball ends up.
○ This drill/game can be used to teach throwing from the outfield to a base.
○ Another version of this drill is Softball Golf:

■ Create a series of golf holes (buckets or coolers) around the field.
■ Use cones to mark off the tee box and green.
■ Players compete to go from the tee box to the green and into the bucket

in the fewest number of throws possible.
● Crow Hop

○ Player takes a short step and a hop in the direction of the intended throw.
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● Around the Horn
○ Have players stand at different positions in the field.
○ Starting with the ball at home plate, players throw the ball around from position to

position, in a clockwise or counterclockwise rotation.
○ After the ball makes it to all the players on the field, rotate the players to a new

position on the field.

● Water balloon Toss - fun on hot days!

Catching

Catching Technique

● With younger players it is important to start slowly with catching the ball. Confidence is
key.

● Without a ball – have the players get into catching position and talk them through each
step.

Proper Catching Position

● Players start by facing the target.
● The foot of the glove hand should be closer to the target (in front) with the foot of the

throwing hand back in the stance.
● The glove hand should be eye level and out in front of the body.
● Fingers up and palm facing the target (partner should be able to see the pocket of your

glove)
● Other hand should also up and close to the glove to close the glove once caught
● In these earlier stages of softball, the player will want to catch the ball with the palm up

and fingers down - this is ok as they develop.
● The goal is to practice with the palm facing the target.
● As the players progress, they should know when to use which glove orientation.
● Balls thrown to players above the belly should be caught with fingers up, below the belly

fingers down.

Catching Drills

● Soft Toss Catch
○ Players start by facing the target WITHOUT a glove.
○ Coach softly tosses a ball to the player, who attempts to catch it with bare hands.
○ The player should attempt to catch with two hands away from the body.
○ Fingers up and palm facing the target.
○ This drill is done at close distances.
○ After a few successful tosses and catches, conclude this drill with a glove on.

■ Encourage the player to catch as they did without the glove.
○ Drill can also be done with a tennis ball or even a beanbag if player is very

skittish.
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● Coach to Player
○ Have the player stand in the proper stance about 10 feet from the coach.
○ Line up 2 or 3 players per coach.
○ Coach throws ball at the glove and the player is asked to watch the ball into the

glove
■ Coach’s throws should be accurate to allow for multiple opportunities for

success for the player

**With a successful throw and catch – plenty of congratulations is needed!**

● Scoop or Pick-up
○ Two players line up about 10 feet apart.
○ From a kneeling position, one player rolls the ball to the other.
○ Repeat 10 to 15 times.
○ Show players how to ‘scoop’ the ball up with their glove.
○ Remind them to trap the ball with their second hand.

● Ground Ball Alligator Drill
○ Feet shoulder width apart with the players knees bent in crouched athletic

position.
○ Players should be in a low position with their weight on the balls of their feet.
○ Roll a ball to the player and have them move their gloves to field the ball in

smooth motions.
○ As the ball enters their glove the player’s free hand should trap the ball into the

glove to prevent it from bouncing out. The alligator analogy comes from clamping
down on the ball like alligator jaws.  Add in footwork and throwing to a designated
position.

● Infield throw to First Drill - Equipment needed: Balls, gloves, diamond or bases
○ Have Players at each infield position (minus catcher). If you have more than five

players have them double up at each base and switch after each throw.
○ Coach rolls ball to player and player must stop the ball and throw to first base
○ The first baseman will receive the ball and throw back to coach at home base
○ Have the groups rotate to each base until the original group gets back to first

base

● Catching Contest
○ Players are in pairs and throw the ball back and forth between each other.
○ Last pair that has not dropped a ball wins. Can be done with water balloons.

● Catching Flies
○ Hit or throw fly balls to fielders by using a ball that is soft, rubber ball or tennis

ball.
○ Repetition and practice are the key to success.
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○ Have players stand in the athletic fielding position and catch with gloves at
approximately eye level without blocking view and palm up with fingers extended
to the sky (overhand).

■ Most kids will struggle with this and want to catch underhanded or over
handed with gloves away from their body one handed.

■ To get them used to this way of catching a pop fly, start from a short
distance of 5 ft and use the soft balls. Make sure that they are catching
with both hands. A good way to help them understand how to catch with
two hands is to have them take off their gloves and put both hands spread
out in front of them with thumbs touching. Then with thumbs touching
have them rotate the throwing hand with thumbs together with the
catching hand.

● Crab Drill
○ Player is in basic fielding ready position stance, crouched forward with the glove

open and down. Player takes three or four steps as the coach rolls the ball from
side to side.

● Call the Ball - Equipment needed: Bucket of tennis balls and/or Flexiballs
○ Have the players stand shoulder to shoulder and then separate with  two arms

distance between them. (Make two lines and rotate them if you have have a large
group)

○ Have one player stand on first base to receive the catch
○ Coach stands about 15 feet away and either throws or bats a ground ball to the

line of players waiting to receive it.
○ The player who is closest to the ball must call the ball so the other players back

off.
○ The player who fields the ground ball (knees bent, glove fingers down, glove out

in front of their body near the ground) should finish the play by throwing to first.
○ First basemen returns the ball to coach
○ Rotate players

● Base Slides - Equipment needed: Bucket of balls
○ Coach will stand midway between first and second.
○ Line players up about 5 feet from 1st base on the first base line
○ First player in line will run to first and get in position to receive the catch.
○ Coach will deliver a throw trying to alternate the location of the throw so players

can work on footwork in all directions.
○ Once a player has caught the ball they will throw it back to the coach and go to

the end of the line.
○ As players go through the line, the coach should move to simulate throws coming

from other positions.
○ This can also be done to practice throws to second base and third
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● Out-catch the Runner
○ Two coaches will line up on the pitcher’s mound, one facing first base and the

other facing 3rd base.
○ Have a player on 3rd base and a player on 1st base.
○ The rest of the team will be split in half in a line behind 2nd base and home plate.
○ The first coach is lined up facing first base and they will throw a grounder in the

grass.
○ The player lined up near them will run and scoop up the ball to throw it to the

player sitting on 1st base.
○ When the ball is released from the coach’s hand, the player at home will run as

fast as they can to first to see if they can beat the throw to first base.
○ The same thing will be happening with runners on 2nd and play being made at

3rd base, just flipped.
○ Rotate based on whatever works best for your team. It can be each time or letting

the infielder and 1st baseman sit at their positions for a few rounds.

Hitting

● Proper Tee Placement
○ The batting tee should be placed in front of the plate. The point of contact - where

the bat meets the ball - should be in front of the plate. By setting the tee up in
front of the plate, you are simulating the correct point of contact.

○ The height of the tee should be about level with the players belt.

● Remind them to watch the ball until contact is made.
● Let them swing HARD!  Have fun!  Don’t overly correct at this age.  It is more about

getting the motion of swinging down.

Hitting Drills

● Proper Hitting Stance
○ Have the player step up to the plate and hold the bat with

their knuckles aligned with ‘calm’ hands (not gripping the
bat too tightly).

○ Shoulders should be square and feet should be
approximately shoulder width apart and knees bent in
athletic position.

○ Weight should be evenly distributed between both the
front and back feet.

○ Player should then distribute weight approximately 60%
back and 40% front when starting their swing; this is
called “loading.”

○ Hands should be approximately level with shoulder and
ear. Butt of the bat pointing at the catcher.

○ Players should be stepping towards the ball while
swinging to hit it. This is called the “stride.”

○ Players’ hands should be leading their swing towards the ball. Their back foot
should be turning (naturally) during the swing. Players should always follow
through after contact.
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○ A lot of kids at this age stop their swing once contact is made. To encourage
follow through you can have them hit deflated soccer or basketballs off the tee.
This will force them to push through their swing.

○ Make sure they have batting helmets on as they can follow through too strong
and come back and hit their heads.

● Ghost Swing
○ Each player will take proper position at the tee, but there is no ball present.
○ Have them swing as if a ball were there.
○ Keeping their eyes on the tee.
○ They want to swing just above the top of the tee.

● HItting Off Tee
○ Each player will take proper position at the tee.
○ Keeping their eyes on the ball.
○ Making contact with the ball and following through

● Fence Drill
○ Place tee 4 feet from the back stop
○ Line up players so they would hit the ball into the back stop
○ Have the batter drive the ball straight into the fence
○ Focus on fundamentals of the swing, such as good stance, proper hand position,

good swing through contact and correct finish.
○ You can use wiffle balls or tennis balls.
○ Set up 2 or 3 stations to allow multiple batters at once.

● Dot on the Ball
○ Draw a dot on the ball about the size of a quarter
○ Place the ball on the tee so that the dot is pointing straight back but visible by the

player.
○ The player should be able to see the dot on the ball.
○ When batting, have the player focus on hitting the dot while driving the ball

forward.
○ This drill can be done either facing a fence/net or in the standard softball field

● Soft toss
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○ Hitting into a fence or net, coach kneels to the side of the batter—out of swing
distance and tosses the ball to the batter who uses the proper swing and hits the
ball into the fence/net.  Can be done with a wiffle ball or tennis ball.

● Coach Pitch
○ Have one coach pitching to players while the other coach stands beside the

player in order to provide instruction.
○ The coach beside the player should instruct after each swing and have the player

reset their stance before next pitch.

● The Cone Contest
○ Game/Contest to help improve batting while having FUN!
○ Place 4 cones at 4 different positions in the field

■ First Cone – At just in front of the pitcher’s mound – 1 Point
■ Second Cone – At the front grass just before the dirt in the infield – 2

Points
■ Third Cone – At the back of the infield dirt – 3 Points
■ Fourth Cone - Ten yards past the third cone - 4 Points

○ Each player gets 4 hits and records their score based on the point system.
○ The player with the highest total wins.
○ This can also be played in a team format - record points from each player – use

team total to declare winner

● Batting / Infield Practice
○ Each player takes a position on the field – with remaining players preparing/lining

up to bat (you will need 4 batters)
○ One batter gets 4 hits – on the fourth hit the batter will run to first.
○ Next batter comes up and completes their at-bats in the same fashion and runs

to first (player at first runs to second).
○ Continue with the batters until the first batter comes into home.
○ The batter who just came home will rotate into the infield at the pitcher position

(coach is pitching).
○ Players will rotate as follows: the pitcher position will move to first base, first to

second, second to short, short to third, third to LF, LF to C, C to RF and RF into
the batting lineup.

○ This drills gives all the players a chance to bat and play a different position

Base Running

At this age, players should learn the order in which to run the bases and what should be done at
each base. For example…
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● Run through first base
○ Look to your right to see if there was an overthrow

● Stop at second and third base (can’t run through these bases)

Running

● How to run - Head down, body low to the ground, dig in, pump arms, longer stride as you
move

● Always think about where you are going next

Sliding

● Proper position
○ legs in a figure four, slide on both “cheeks” (not on one side!), arms bent and up

above the head (next to the ears/helmet) to protect the head
● Strongly recommend sliding pants and pads for sliding practice and games -- these help

to prevent “strawberries,” which can be a huge disincentive for players who might
already be hesitant to slide

● Start in outfield grass for drills - move to well raked infield later
● Teach players to run hard into the slide - if a player hesitates, that could create a greater

opportunity for injuries to occur

Base Running Drills

● Catch the Coach
○ Coach runs bases and players try to tag them out

● Track Meet
○ Two players at home plate. At the "start", one runs to 3rd base, the other to 1st

base. They continue running [in opposite directions] around the bases.
○ First one to return to home plate wins.
○ Note: to avoid collisions, instruct the runner that begins via 1st base to touch 2nd

base on the outside corner; the other runner, coming from 3rd base, touches the
inside corner of 2nd base.

● Run Down
○ Two fielders and a runner, who tries to run from one base to another without

getting tagged out. Participants rotate positions.

● Catch the Players
○ Coach starts four or more players about 10 seconds apart from home plate to

circle the bases.
○ Coach starts last, trying to tag the players [alternate: snatch off their caps.]

● Race for the Base Relay Race
○ Split the team into equal halves.
○ Have half the team start at home and half at second.
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○ Have the first player in line start with the ball in his hand.
○ Each team will start running around the bases. After each player runs around the

bases, he will hand the ball to the next player.
○ First team that gets all players completely around wins.

● Infield Popup Drill
○ Have the player stand on the bag with one coach playing deep second and

another coach throwing pop-ups.
○ The goal is to teach players that they shouldn’t automatically run on a pop-up and

they shouldn’t automatically stand on the bag either.
○ When the ball goes in the air, teach the players to take 3 full steps off the bag.
○ Have the coach throw to the second base coach and either make the catch or

drop it on purpose.
○ Teach the players that when the ball is caught to quickly get back to the bag and,

when dropped, to be ready to go to the next base.
○ You will be amazed after doing this consistently for two or three practices how

they will adapt to this and how many outs you will save.

● Running Through First Base Drill
○ Line kids up at home plate and one by one have them run to first base, running

through it and peeling toward the dugout after running all the way through the
bag.

● Stop at Second Base Drill
○ Have kids start at first base and run on command to second base, having them

stop on second and look to the 3rd base coach for instruction.
○ After the kids have become proficient at this, you can then start to teach them

how to properly round second by pushing off the inside of the bag with the
outside of their right foot to gain momentum.

Example Practice Plans
*Times are based on a 60-minute practice*
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PRACTICE PLAN #1 (alternate weeks with Practice Plan #2)

Warm up and stretch (team meeting)(15 minutes)

Throwing (10 minutes)

Catching (10 minutes)

Hitting (10 minutes)

Base Running (10 minutes)

Fun game and end of practice meeting (10 minutes)

PRACTICE PLAN #2 (alternate weeks with Practice Plan #1)

Warm up and stretch (team meeting)(15 minutes)

Throwing (10 minutes)

Catching (10 minutes)

Hitting (10 minutes)

Defensive Fielding (10 minutes)

Fun game and end of practice meeting (10 minutes)

Scrimmage/Game Play

If you choose to have a 90-minute practice, the last 30 minutes can be a scrimmage between
teams. Game is played as follows:

The 1st and 2nd grade Softball Game

● Coach Pitch and Tee are used
● Played with 10 players on the field: 4 outfielders, 6 in fielders
● 10 Batters bat each inning regardless of “outs”
● Coaches pitch to their own team. A coach pitches a maximum of 3 pitches to a player, if

they do not hit the ball into play they will be allowed to hit off the tee .
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Major League (3rd - 5th Grade)

Program Goals and Expectations

Program Goal:

In this program, players will learn to correctly perform the techniques for throwing, catching,
batting and running the bases to achieve a higher level of competition and nurturing their love of
softball.

Coaching Goals and Expectations:

● Practices should include a combination of drills to build the player's skills.

● Focus on mechanics and begin individualizing each player's abilities.

● Try to not only explain a drill or concept verbally, but walk through the drill to provide the
players with a visual representation of what they are supposed to do.

● Work to ensure that the players understand the “why” of a drill. If a player does not
understand why this baserunning drill is necessary, then maybe more clarification is
needed.

Player Goals and Expectations:

● Throwing the ball with some accuracy, about 15-20 ft.

● Catching the ball with a glove, using two hands

● To properly swing in order to make contact with a ball thrown by a pitcher

● Players should start playing cooperatively with the entire team

● If players do not know something or need further explanation of a drill, they would be
expected to ask their coaches for help/more information.
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Practice Development

Warmups – should always be done as a team

● Conditioning and Stretching Warmups
● 1-2 laps around the bases
● Dynamic Stretching

● Jumping Jacks
● High Knees
● Walking Knee Hugs
● Arm Circles (forward and backwards)
● Side Shuffles
● Karaoke
● Back Peddling
● Lunges
● Lunges with a twist
● High Kicks
● Squats
● Bear Crawls
● Butt Kicks

Example Throwing Routine

● One-Knee Wrist Flicks
● Players about 5’ apart
● Knee that corresponds with throwing hand should be down
● Keep throwing elbow level with or above shoulder
● Players should use their “glove” hand to keep the throwing wrist in place
● Fingers should be properly placed - laying across the “C” of the seams
● The seams should be one over the other, spinning back towards the thrower. This

is immediate feedback for the players. If the spin does not look like this, they’re
likely not holding the ball correctly.

● One-Knee Dart Throws
● Players about 10’ apart
● Elbow of throwing arm is level with or above shoulder
● Elbow of glove arm is pointed at the target
● Palm of throwing hand/ball should be facing away from the target
● Players should still be snapping their wrist (what they did in the wrist flicks) when

releasing the ball
● Players throwing arm should be following through, with their chest coming down

across the leg that is up
● One-Knee Backhand

● Players remain about 10’ apart
● Players rotate their hips 45° towards their throwing arm (closed hips facing

partner)
● Partners should roll the ball towards the heel of the receiver’s front foot
● The player receiving the ball should be getting the ball and quickly lifting up the

elbow of their glove arm, then rolling the ball back to their partner
● One-Knee Forehand

● Players remain about 10’ apart
● Players rotate their hips 45° towards their glove arm (open hips facing partner)
● Partners should roll the ball in front of the receiver’s front foot
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● The player receiving the ball should be getting their glove out in front of their front
foot to field the ball

● On this drill, it is hard for the receiver to roll the ball to their partner in this
position, so partners should take turns receiving 5-10 forehand rolls

● Standing, Regular throws
● Players should start off about 10-15’ apart, then back up as their arms warm up

further
● Outfielders may want to do some extra long-throws during their warm-ups to

loosen their arm enough to be able to throw from their position during practice

Reminders for Hitting

● At the start of the season, players should be focusing on the basics of hitting
○ Point of contact is in front of your front foot (not when the ball is over the plate)
○ Proper mechanics, such as…

■ Knuckles lined up
■ Relaxed hands
■ Using their hips and legs to generate power

● Mix up the type of hitting and build up these hitting drills as the season progresses:
○ Soft toss by teammates or coaches (helps to just provide swing reps – make sure

your tossing person is placing the ball in front of the player’s front foot in order
for the hitter to get the ball at the contact point)

○ Front toss by coaches (tends to be a slower pitch and more accurate, but still
allows the hitter to see the ball coming in and time their swinging mechanics)

○ T work - you can never have too much T work! (helps players break down their
swing and focus on the mechanics of each segment of their swing – their stride,
hips, hands, contact, follow-through, etc.)

Example Fielding Drills:

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDwFdR4gluQ

Example Base Running Drills:

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awBfD3Fm-y4
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5YUksa3ArU
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Example Practice Plans
*Times are based on a 90-minute practice*

PRACTICE PLAN #1

Warm-Up (10 minutes)
● Lap around bases as a team
● Dynamic Stretching - high knees, walking toe touch, side stretch
● Throwing Warm-Ups (split into partners and throw slowly at first then harder)

**Hitting and Fielding will total 60 minutes - split into 2 or 3 groups**

Hitting (30 minutes)
● T-Work (15 minutes)

○ Everyone does Ts first (2 to 3 kids at a T)
○ Ghost Swing - keep eye on Tee and not use ball to warm up
○ Full Swing
○ Flamingo (one leg up and put down)

● Front toss by coaches into nets (15 minutes)
○ Coach throws ball in front of batter

Fielding (30 minutes)
● Throwing (15 minutes)

○ Less Experienced players - throw into a bucket (coach holds bucket) and build to
more experience.

○ More Experienced players - throwing progressions (7-10 throws per drill)
■ Sitting (two knees?)
■ Then One Knee - Throwing knee up
■ One knee - catching knee up - focus on follow-through
■ Standing - Throwing leg in front

● Catching (15 minutes)
○ Look It In (5 minutes)

■ Players sit across from a partner (about 15 feet)
■ No gloves to start, eventually add gloves, more distance, faster rolls
■ Players roll softball back and forth
■ Fielders should focus on keeping their head down while watching the ball

go into their hand
○ NO GLOVES - one-hand catch (10 minutes)

■ Use hacky sacks, tennis balls, baseballs (different weights)
■ USE 4 quadrants (top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right) –
■ one quadrant at a time for 4 rounds
■ Mix up locations – 2 rounds
■ Repeat drill using GLOVES

Live Play (20 minutes)
● Whole team on the field
● Coaches hit balls while players run around bases for coaches (rotate runners/fielders)
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PRACTICE PLAN #2

Warm-Up (10 minutes)

● Lap around the bases as a team
● Dynamic Warm-Up - bear crawl, karaoke, arm circles
● Simon Says - Pick Players to lead
● Throwing Warm-Ups (split into partners and throw slowly at first then harder)

Timed Run to Firstbase (10 minutes)

● Not only will they find this fun to know their time, but it will be helpful for coaches for
future lineup planning

**Hitting and Fielding will be a total 30-40 minutes - split into 2 or 3 groups**

Hitting (10 minutes)

● T-Work (Everyone does Ts first (2 to 3 kids at a T))
○ Swaying
○ Walk-Ups
○ Top-Hand/Bottom-Hand

● Soft Toss @ home plate
○ Coach tosses to batters at home plate
○ Players should practice getting into the batter’s box

Fielding (20 minutes)

● Outfield
○ Pop-ups - 5 throws
○ Flat gloves
○ Fielding gloves

Live Play (20 minutes)

● Whole team on the field
● Coaches hit balls while players run around bases for coaches
● Switch runners and fielders

Whole Team End Drill (15 minutes)

● Around the Horn (Goal: Accurate throws to bases, quick footwork)
○ Place equal groups of players at each base
○ Starting at home, players throw around the bases without stopping
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PRACTICE PLAN #3

Warm-Up (10 minutes)
● Lap around the bases as a team
● Dynamic Warm-Up - side stretch, walk lunge, stand on one leg
● Throwing Warm-Ups (split into partners and throw slowly at first then harder)

Timed Run to Firstbase (10 minutes)

● Not only will they find this fun to know their time, but it will be helpful for coaches for
future lineup planning

**Hitting and Fielding will be a total 30-40 minutes - split into 2 or 3 groups**

Hitting (20 minutes)

● T-Work (Everyone does Ts first (2 to 3 kids at a T))
○ Swaying
○ Walk-Ups
○ Top-Hand/Bottom-Hand

● Soft Toss @ home plate
○ Coach tosses to batters at home plate
○ Players should practice getting into the batter’s box

Fielding (20 minutes)

● Infield (10 minutes)
○ Ground balls - 5 rolls and switch
○ Players shuffling back and forth, moving left and right
○ Backhand
○ Slow-rollers (players charging hard)
○ Short-hops

● Outfield
○ Pop-Ups (5 throws)
○ Drop Steps (to the left and right sides)
○ Lateral Angles- right and left
○ Charging

End Game (20 minutes - split in 2 or 3 groups)

● Players pick a fruit
● Coaches throw a pop-up and calls 1 fruit
● Player with the called out fruit catches it
● First player to catch 5 wins
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PRACTICE PLAN #4

Warm-Up (10 minutes)

● Lap around the bases as a team
● Dynamic Warm-Up - side stretch, walk lunge, stand on one leg
● Throwing Warm-Ups (split into partners and throw slowly at first then harder)

Catch the Coach (10 minutes)

● Coach on first base and player at home
● Shout “go” and the player tries to tag the coach with the ball

**Hitting and Fielding will be a total 30-40 minutes - split into 2 or 3 groups**

Hitting (20 minutes)

● T-Work (Everyone does Ts first (2 to 3 kids at a T))
○ Swaying
○ Walk-Ups
○ Top-Hand/Bottom-Hand

● Soft Toss @ home plate (10 minutes)
○ Coach tosses to batters at home plate
○ Players should practice getting into the batter’s box

Fielding (20 minutes)

● Look It In (10 minutes)
○ Players sit across from a partner (about 15 feet)
○ No gloves to start, eventually add gloves, more distance, faster rolls
○ Players roll softball back and forth
○ Fielders should focus on keeping their head down while watching the ball go into

their hand

● Ground Ball Progression (10 minutes)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDwFdR4gluQ)

End Game (30 minutes)
● Kickball

○ Set up like Softball but use a big ball to kick!
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PRACTICE PLAN #5

Warm-Up (10 minutes)
● Lap around the bases as a team
● Dynamic Warm-Up - butt kicks, reach to the sky, jumping jacks, push ups
● Throwing Warm-Ups (split into partners and throw slowly at first then harder)

Overrun First Base (10 minutes)
● Simulate hitting the ball and have the players run through first base. After everyone has

done this then have players hit the ball from coaches pitch and run through first base.
● Be sure that when a player is past first base, they’re looking back over their right

shoulder to check for a bad throw, so that they can decide whether or not to advance to
the next base

**Hitting and Fielding will be a total 30-40 minutes - split into 2 or 3 groups**

Hitting (10 minutes)

● Soft Toss @ home plate
○ Coach tosses to batters at home plate
○ Players should practice getting into the batter’s box

Fielding (20 minutes)

● Outfielders
○ Distance Throw (10 minutes)

■ Place cones on grass, forming a lane (about 20-30 feet wide)
■ Players take turns throwing their farthest. Ball must land within

boundaries
■ Goal: Players should work on accuracy

○ Step Back (10 minutes)
■ Players throw to a partner (considered a “team”)
■ When both players successfully complete the throw, each player takes

one step back
■ Players continue to take steps back, spreading farther apart, until one

team remains

Live Play - Whole Team (25 minutes)
● Game Simulation
● Every player gets to hit once

Whole Team Relay Race (5 minutes)
● Break into 2 teams and one team starts at home and another team at 2nd base
● Each player runs around all the bases
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Senior League (6th - 8th Grade)

Program Goals and Expectations

Program Goal:

In this program, there should be a balance between pushing players to work hard in order to
achieve a higher level of competition and nurturing their love for the game of softball.

Coaching Goals and Expectations:

At this level, the coaching should be geared towards preparing our softball players for
higher-level competition.

● Practices should include a combination of drills to focus on mechanics and live-play.
Coaches should also incorporate complex situations into practices, such as giving signs
during live-play and focusing on the details of proper mechanics during drills.

○ If you have never given signs before, practice! It is harder than you think.

● Aside from focusing on mechanics, coaches should also be able to read the group and
know how to coach the individual player. Some players may thrive off of more
constructive criticism, while others may thrive more off of positive reinforcement.

● Try to not only explain a drill or concept verbally, but walk through the drill to provide the
players with a visual representation of what they are supposed to do.

● Work to ensure that the players understand the “why” of a drill. If a player does not
understand why this baserunning drill is necessary, then maybe more clarification is
needed. Providing context will hopefully help the players look to the mechanics of what
they’re doing and correct any mistakes.

Player Goals and Expectations:

● Players should start focusing on both building their skills and mastering their competency
in 1-2 positions.

● Aside from working on their physical skills, players would also be expected to work on
their knowledge of the game, their confidence, and their attitude.

● If players do not know something or need further explanation of a drill, they would be
expected to ask their coaches for help/more information.
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Rule Changes

● SYBSA Softball is a part of the Norfolk County Softball League. On their website, you will
find the Senior Division Playing Rules. For this age group, there are new rules that
coaches need to be familiar with: look back rule, dropped 3rd strike, and infield fly. It is
important to note that players at this level are also now able to steal home and take a
lead when the ball leaves the pitcher’s hand.

● The Look Back Rule (Continuation):
■ When the pitcher controls the ball in the circle, all runners off base must

choose to advance to the next base or return to their current base. After a
batter is walked, the rule is not in effect until the batter-runner reaches
first base. If the batter-runner chooses to advance to the next base, they
can't stop unless and until the pitcher makes a play on them. (Whether or
not a pitcher “makes a play” is at the discretion of the umpire, but when a
pitcher makes a movement towards the runner - lifting the ball to throw,
fake throwing, etc. - that is considered the pitcher “making a play.”) At that
time, the ball is considered live and the runners are able to stop their
motion, choose to advance or to retreat back to their current base.

● Dropped 3rd Strike:
■ If the third strike is called and the ball is not caught by the catcher, the

batter can run to 1st base if…
● ...1st base is unoccupied with fewer than two outs
● ...1st base is occupied, but there are two outs

■ The ball is considered “live” and any other base runners can advance at
their own risk.

● Infield Fly Rule:
■ An “infield fly” refers to a fly ball—rather than a line drive or bunt—that is

deemed by the umpire as a fair fly ball, which can be reasonably caught
by any of the infield players, pitcher, or catcher.

■ This rule applies specifically to when there are runners on the first and
second bases, or the first, second, and third bases, and when there are
less than two outs. These factors must all line up in order for the umpire
to call an Infield Fly.

■ The batter is automatically out, whether or not the ball is actually
caught.

■ As for the runners, they can treat the ball like any other hit. So, even if the
umpire calls an Infield Fly, the runners can still try to advance bases. If the
ball is caught and they are tagged, then they are out, as normal.
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Practice Development

Warmups – should always be done as a team

● Conditioning and Stretching Warmups
● 1-2 laps around the Ames Complex (all four fields) – 2 lines, keeping together for

the lap(s)
● Dynamic Stretching

■ Dynamic stretching is most helpful with preparing our athletes for
competition because…

● It activates the muscles you will use during practice or a
game. For example, a lunge with a twist is a dynamic stretching
exercise that engages your hips, legs, and core muscles. This
means that when you’re playing - whether practice or a game -
these key muscles have already been engaged during your
warm-up.

● Dynamic stretches improve body awareness. If you don’t warm
up and hop right into a game, it may take a while for your body to
perform optimally. Moving as you stretch challenges your balance
and coordination, skills that could help your performance.

■ These stretches can include, but are not limited to…
● Jumping Jacks
● High Knees
● Walking Knee Hugs
● Arm Circles (forward and backwards)
● Side Shuffles
● Karaoke
● Back Peddling
● Lunges
● Lunges with a twist
● High Kicks
● Squats
● Bear Crawls
● Butt Kicks
● Etc…

Throwing Routine

● When doing throwing warmups, players should be focusing on their mechanics – rushing
through these mechanics will translate to inaccuracy and/or weak throws on the field

● Players should keep in mind that warm-ups are for their safety. They should not be
whipping the ball at their partner(s), they should be focusing on mechanics and safe
warm-up practices.

● At the start of the season, throwing warmups may take 20 minutes or so, in order for
coaches to ensure that the players are doing the proper mechanics at each step;
however, these warmups should only be about 15 minutes throughout the season. If a
player needs more time and is truly focusing on their throwing warm-ups, there is nothing
wrong with a player taking a couple of extra minutes. As an example, your outfielders
may want to do a few extra “long throws” to warm up their arms properly for competition.

● This throwing routine should include…
■ One-Knee Wrist Flicks
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● Players about 5’ apart
● Knee that corresponds with throwing hand should be down
● Keep throwing elbow level with or above shoulder
● Players should use their “glove” hand to keep the throwing wrist in

place
● Fingers should be properly placed - laying across the “C” of the

seams
● The seams should be one over the other, spinning back towards

the thrower. This is immediate feedback for the players. If the spin
does not look like this, they’re likely not holding the ball correctly.

■ One-Knee Dart Throws
● Players about 10’ apart
● Elbow of throwing arm is level with or above shoulder
● Elbow of glove arm is pointed at the target
● Palm of throwing hand/ball should be facing away from the target
● Players should still be snapping their wrist (what they did in the

wrist flicks) when releasing the ball
● Players throwing arm should be following through, with their chest

coming down across the leg that is up
■ One-Knee Backhand

● Players remain about 10’ apart
● Players rotate their hips 45° towards their throwing arm (closed

hips facing partner)
● Partners should roll the ball towards the heel of the receiver’s front

foot
● The player receiving the ball should be getting the ball and quickly

lifting up the elbow of their glove arm, then rolling the ball back to
their partner

■ One-Knee Forehand
● Players remain about 10’ apart
● Players rotate their hips 45° towards their glove arm (open hips

facing partner)
● Partners should roll the ball in front of the receiver’s front foot
● The player receiving the ball should be getting their glove out in

front of their front foot to field the ball
● On this drill, it is hard for the receiver to roll the ball to their partner

in this position, so partners should take turns receiving 5-10
forehand rolls

■ Standing, Regular throws
● Players should start off about 10-15’ apart, then back up as their

arms warm up further
● Outfielders may want to do some extra long-throws during their

warm-ups to loosen their arm enough to be able to throw from
their position during practice

Hitting

● At the start of the season, players should be focusing on the basics of hitting
○ Point of contact is in front of your front foot (not when the ball is over the plate)
○ Proper mechanics, such as…

■ Knuckles lined up
■ Relaxed hands
■ Using their hips and legs to generate power
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● Mix up the type of hitting and build up these hitting drills as the season progresses:
○ Machine hitting (helps provide consistent accuracy)
○ Hitting off pitchers (helps to work on timing of the player’s swing and watching a

moving ball)
○ Soft toss by teammates or coaches (helps to just provide swing reps – make sure

your tossing person is placing the ball in front of the player’s front foot in order
for the hitter to get the ball at the contact point)

○ Front toss by coaches (tends to be a slower pitch and more accurate, but still
allows the hitter to see the ball coming in and time their swinging mechanics)

○ T work - you can never have too much T work! (helps players break down their
swing and focus on the mechanics of each segment of their swing – their stride,
hips, hands, contact, follow-through, etc.)

Fielding

● At this point, the players should know and be focusing on 1-2 positions so that they can
enhance their competency in those positions.

● Point of note is that playing in right field is a completely different perspective than playing
in left field; just as playing first base is a different level of play than playing shortstop, for
example.

● Not only should the players know what to do if they get the ball in their position, but they
also need to be focusing on their role when the ball is not hit to them. All players should
be moving on each play.

● Coaches should not just be rolling or throwing the ball to the fielders during drills.
Fielders need to see and hear the ball off of the bat.

● At the start of the season, players should be getting comfortable in their 1-2 positions
and focusing on mastering their basic fielding skills (using 2 hands, proper footwork on
fielding a ground ball, knowing their footwork that is specific for their position(s)). Deeper
into the season, players should be working on their position-specific skills (i.e. tracking a
fly ball for outfielders, backhand footwork for infielders, line drive balls to the infielders,
diving for a ball in the outfield)

● Exposure to situational plays, such as:
○ Drop 3rd strike
○ 1st/3rd plays
○ Force play vs. non-force play (how and when to tag)
○ Look Back Rule (Continuation)
○ Delayed Steals

Here are some resources on fielding, as well as some fielding drills:

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDwFdR4gluQ

Base Running

● Coaches should be aware of the speed of their players
○ At the start of the season, time your players on their run from Home to first base.

Players should also be timed mid-season and at the end of the season so that
they (and the coaches) can monitor progress in enhancing their running skills

● Players need to know how to run the bases
○ When and how to round first base
○ When to advance and how to make that decision
○ When to look up at their base coaches
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○ How to tag up on a fly ball
○ How to do a proper steal
○ How and when to take a lead off of the base
○ How to steal home
○ How to safely and properly slide

● BE AGGRESSIVE!!! Aggressive baserunning keeps the other team on their toes and
forces them to make plays.

Here are some resources on baserunning, as well as some baserunning drills:

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awBfD3Fm-y4
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5YUksa3ArU
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cmwhu7JDPrA

After Practice Cool Down Routine

● You want to try to provide a cool-down period at the end of your practices. The players
have pushed their muscles for the entirety of your practice, so to prevent injury, you want
to allow those muscles time to stretch out and cool down. An easy time to do this is
during your end-of-practice meeting. While you discuss how practice went, tomorrow’s
game or practice, etc., the players can stretch out those muscles! The best way to do
this is for them to do static stretching.

○ Static Stretching
■ While dynamic stretching is best to do before competition, static

stretching is actually more impactful in a cool down segment, after
competition. This is due to the fact that the player’s muscles are plenty
warmed up after an hour or two of a practice or game. This allows for a
deeper and safer stretch, which helps to prevent injury and increase a
player’s range of motion.

■ These stretches should be 10-30 seconds long and can include, but are
not limited to…

● Shoulder Stretch (arm across chest, hold with other arm)
● Sitting Hamstring Stretch (one leg in front, the other folded in,

reach forward and touch toes, then switch legs)
● Standing Hamstring Stretch (put one foot slightly out front of the

other, point those toes up to the sky, bend the knee of the other
leg, sit your weight back, then switch legs)

● Deep Lunge
● Standing Quads Stretch (put one foot behind you, grab that ankle

with your hand, hold the stretch, then switch legs)
● Butterfly Stretch (while sitting, put soles of feet together, pull in

towards your body, lean forward)(**Important note on this stretch:
do not allow the players to “bounce” their knees, as it can actually
cause injury.)
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Example Practice Plans
*Times are based on a 2-hour practice*

PRACTICE PLAN #1

Warm-Up (20 minutes)
● Lap around the Ames Complex (all 4 fields)
● Dynamic Stretching
● Throwing Warm-Ups

Fielding (45 minutes)
● Infielders

○ Around the Horn (10 minutes)
■ Place equal groups of players at each base.
■ Starting at home, players throw around the bases without stopping.
■ Goal: Accurate throws to bases, quick footwork

○ Look It In (5 minutes)
■ Players sit across from a partner (about 15 feet)
■ No gloves to start, eventually add gloves, more distance, faster rolls
■ Players roll softball back and forth
■ Fielders should focus on keeping their head down while watching the ball

go into their hands
○ Ground Ball Progression (10 minutes)

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDwFdR4gluQ)
■ Always start with rolling the balls from a close distance before hitting them

○ Cross fire (20 minutes)
■ ½ the team at shortstop and ½ playing 2nd. One coach with bat and glove

positioned between home and 1st. Another between home and 3rd.
■ In an alternating, rapid-fire sequence, hit ground balls to each group.

Players field the ball, make a good throw in, then go to the end of the line.
■ After 5 minutes or so, switch the lines.

● Outfielders
○ Distance Throw (10 minutes)

■ Place cones on grass, forming a lane (about 20-30 feet wide)
■ Players take turns throwing their farthest. Ball must land within

boundaries.
■ Goal: Players should work on accuracy

○ Step Back (10 minutes)
■ Players throw to a partner (considered a “team”)
■ When both players successfully complete the throw, each player takes

one step back
■ Players continue to take steps back, spreading farther apart, until one

team remains
○ Relay Lines (15 minutes)
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○ Strike at Home (10 minutes)
■ Place a bucket or piece of equipment on home plate
■ Outfielders take turns throwing the ball, trying to hit the piece of

equipment at home plate
■ Throws that bounce once or twice in front of the plate are most effective

Hitting (30 minutes)
● Stations (5-10 minutes each)

○ T-Work Warm-Ups (10 minutes)
■ Top/Bottom hand
■ Inside/Outside
■ Break-It-Down’s

● Stance, Load, Stride, Hands/Knee, Contact, Extension, Follow
Through

■ Full Swing w/Rocking Swing
■ Full Swing (game-like swings)

○ Soft Toss @ home plate (5 minutes)
■ Coach tosses to batters at home plate
■ Players should practice getting into the batter’s box

○ Fence Swing (could be used as an “On-Deck” station before soft toss)
■ Players face the fence, close enough that the bat would touch if arms

were fully extended
■ Practice swinging
■ Goal: When swinging, the bat should not hit the fence. Hands need to

stay in the zone.
○ Bunting w/Partner (5 minutes each, then switch w/partner)

■ One player has a bat, their partner tosses the ball
■ Players should focus on watching the ball hit the bat, as well as the

placement of the bat (in front of the plate/front foot, hips should be facing
their partner, bat angle should be 45 degrees)

● Front Toss w/Coach in Cage (5 minutes)
○ Coach throws front toss in the batting cage to players

Live Play (25 minutes)
● In the last portion of practice, put everything together with some live hitting/fielding
● Put out 9 fielders, have the extra players bat
● Once a player is done batting, have them switch positions with a fielder so they can bat
● Practice ends when everyone hits once
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PRACTICE PLAN #2

Warm-Up (20 minutes)
● Lap around the Ames Complex (all 4 fields)
● Dynamic Stretching
● Throwing Warm-Ups

Timed Run to Firstbase (10 minutes)
● Not only will they find this fun to know their time, but it will be helpful for coaches for

future lineup planning

Fielding (20 minutes)
● Ground Ball Progression (10 minutes)

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDwFdR4gluQ)
○ Always start with rolling the balls from a close distance before hitting them

● Crossfire (10 minutes)

Situations (30 minutes; 15 minutes per group)
● Split the team into outfielders and infielders
● When infielders are in the field, outfielders are the base runners; when outfielders are in

the field, infielders are base runners
● The goal is to be able to walk through various situations

○ 1st/3rd plays
○ Continuation
○ Single, Double, Triple
○ Stealing bases
○ Etc…

● Have one coach work with the fielders and another work with the base runners
● When the outfielders are in the field, work on relays to home, fly balls, right fielder

making a play at first base, etc.

Game Time!
● You always want to try to throw a game into some practices. This keeps things exciting

and breaks up the skill work that the players are focused on.
● The Pit (this will take about 40 minutes to get through all of the players)

○ Have one player start in the middle of two coaches (or players)
○ When Coach says “Go,” the coach rolls a ground ball, which the player must field
○ The player then hurries to turn to face the other coach (or player), who is

immediately throwing them a fly ball, which they must field
○ The player tries to field as many balls as possible in the allotted amount of time

(usually about 2-3 minutes, at most)
○ This is a challenging game, but the players will enjoy the fast pace!
○ The players that are not in “the pit” are getting the balls that the fielder has tossed

to the side
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PRACTICE PLAN #3

Warm-Up (20 minutes)
● Lap around the Ames Complex (all 4 fields)

○ The player in the front of the line starts with a softball and as the players are
running, tosses it to the player behind them

○ When the last player in line gets the softball, they sprint to the front of the line
and toss to the player behind them

● Dynamic Stretching
● Throwing Warm-Ups

Position-Specific Work - Stations
● If players play more than one position, after they get a good amount of reps in one,

switch them to the other group
● These reps will likely take up the majority of practice
● Infielders

○ Ground Ball Progression
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDwFdR4gluQ)

■ Always start with rolling the balls from a close distance before hitting them
○ Have players go to their primary positions and hit them ground balls
○ Players will work on making strong and accurate throws to the proper base
○ First Basemen should work on…

■ stepping to the ball
■ scooping low throws
■ keeping their foot on the base
■ Cutting the ball on a throw home from Center Field or Right Field

○ Second Basemen should work on…
■ flips to 1st/2nd
■ Covering 1st/2nd
■ Tags at 2nd

○ Third Basemen should work on…
■ Shadowing a base runner at 3rd
■ Sprinting to get a bunt
■ Getting back to third base for a potential play (base runner stealing 3rd,

play at 3rd)
■ Tags at 3rd
■ Cutting the ball on a throw home from Left Field (and how to line up

properly)
○ Short Stop should work on…

■ Covering 2nd
■ Tags at 2nd
■ Bunt Coverage

● Outfielders
○ Should work on…
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■ Long throws
■ Accurate throws
■ Crow-Hops
■ Angles (drop steps)
■ Field Coverage
■ Shoestring Catches

● Pitchers
○ Should work on…

■ Hitting their spots
■ Mastering their current pitches
■ Practice new pitches
■ Mechanics

● Catchers
○ Should work on…

■ Blocking
● Zig-Zag drill (blocking from different angles)

■ Framing (hand frames around the ball, body behind the ball)
■ Throw-downs (fast, accurate throws to 2nd and 3rd)
■ Plate coverage (do not obstruct the plate)
■ Tags at home (sweep tags, drop tags, etc.)

Game Time!
● If time remains at the end of practice, have a fun game ready to go!
● “Get Your Trash Out of My Backyard!”

○ Create two equal teams
○ Create a large rectangle with either drawings in the infield dirt or cones
○ Split the rectangle into two equal squares
○ Scatter softballs within the entire space
○ When the Coach says “Go,” players try to put as many softballs into the other

group’s “yard” before the time ends.
○ Once the time ends, coaches count the softballs on each side
○ Whichever team has the fewest softballs in their “yard” wins!
○ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8kHhj1Imxs (it is a modification to this game)
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